The trick
Ask your class to select an integer n between 1 and 27 inclusive, and to tell you the integer chosen. Also, ask the class secretly to select one of 27 cards dealt from an ordinary deck. The trick is to distribute the 27 cards face up into 3 columns of 9 cards each and to pick them up in such a way that, after repeating the process three times, the selected card is in the chosen nth position in the deck. In fact, the trick can be made even more spectacular if you have a randomly chosen member of the class manipulate the cards while you stand across the room where the cards cannot possibly be seen. Of course, dressing up the show with statements about your psychic or occult powers while exhorting the students to concentrate deeply on the selected card only helps to heighten the effect when the selected card finally turns up in the proper position.
Before discovering the recurrences for W(N, C, n, i), I simulated the problem using random shuffles of a deck of 52 cards on a computer. In 71 166 shuffles, a given pair occurred 34 486 times, giving Prob(pair) _ 0-484585, which agrees well with the exact result above.
I made some investigations into a possible recurrence for W(N, C, n) and into the behaviour of E(n) = n W(N, C, n)/(), but neither seems to give any simple results. 
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The trick
In detail, the trick is performed as follows. Note that the numbers in the figure only indicate the way the cards are to be distributed and the resulting position any given card occupies after the distribution has been made. Thus, 0 might indicate the 2 of spades, 1 the 10 of diamonds, etc. Also, the numbering is from 0 to 26 rather than from 1 to 27 simply to facilitate the proof given below. 8. All that remains now is to place the assembled deck of 27 cards face down in your palm. Counting out the cards from the top down, the class will be surprised and impressed when the nth card turned over is the card they selected! When the trick is performed, the payoff is immediate. Students can hardly wait for an explanation, and this provides the ideal opportunity for you, the teacher, to explain that the trick is mathematical and then to review or to introduce base 3 arithmetic. Also, to be able to perform the trick well, students will have to practice and to develop the ability to do the necessary mental arithmetic quickly and easily-itself a worthwhile goal. Think of the three columns of cards as the zeroth column, the first column, and the second column, and think of the ith card in each column where 0 < i < 8. Thus we count our columns and cards in each column starting with 0 instead of 1 just as we numbered the cards in the deck from 0 through 26 rather than from 1 through 27.
Lay out the
But this is not all. A neat "what if" question is, "Could you do this trick in
To show that the trick works, we first determine where the chosen card will appear on any given distribution given that it appears as the ith card in the jth column on the preceding distribution with 0 < i < 8 and 0 <j < 2. Suppose that when the jth column on the preceding distribution was placed in the palm for the present distribution, it was placed in position k, 0 < k < 2, in the palm. For k = 0, if i = 0, 1, or 2, the selected card will appear as card number 0 in column number 0, 1, or 2 respectively. If i = 3, 4, or 5, the selected card will appear as card number 1 in column number 0, 1, or 2 respectively. And if i = 6, 7, or 8, the selected card will appear as card number 2 in column number 0, 1, or 2 respectively. Thus, for k = 0, if we divide i by 3 to obtain i = 3q + r with 0 < r < 3, the desired card appears as card number q in column number r.
Similarly, we determine that, for k = 1 and i = 3q + r with 0 < r < 3, the desired card appears as card number 3 + q in column number r. For k = 2, the desired card appears as card number 2.3 + q in column number r. Finally, in summary, the desired card appears as the 3k + q card in column number r for i= 3q+r, 0 < i <8, O r 2 so that 0 q<3 as well. Now let n be the number selected by the class and let n-1 = abc3 = 9a + 3b + c be the base 3 representation of n -1 so that a, b, and c are each equal to one of 0, 1, or 2. Also, suppose that the card selected by the class is the 3i + j card in the deck so that on the first distribution the selected card appears as the ith card in the jth column.
Pick up the cards, placing the column containing the selected card in the c position in the palm. Then, by the above, the selected card will appear as the q1 + 3c card in the r, column where i= 3q, +r, with 0 r1 < 3 and 0<q, <3.
Pick up the cards a second time and now place the column containing the selected card in the b position in the palm. Then again, on the next distribution, the selected card appears as the q2 + 3b card in the r2 column where q1 + 3c = 3q2 + r2 with 0 < r, < 3. But since 0 < q1 < 3, this implies that q1 = r2 and c = q2. Now pick up the cards a third time and place the column with the selected card in the a position in the palm. Then, if the cards were to be distributed again, the selected card would appear as the q3 + 3a card in the r3 column where q2 + 3b = 3q3 + r3 with 0 r3 < 3. But since q2 = c, it follows that 0 < q2 < 3 so that r3 = q2= c and q3 = b; i.e., the selected card is card number
